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People now download personal mobile apps routinely through consumer app stores. Enterprise users need the same kind of simplicity and convenience—not just on mobile devices,
but across desktop and cloud platforms as well. IT can use a universal app store paradigm
to help users become more productive while making app delivery more efficient, secure, and
cost-effective. The enterprise app store puts the full power of consumerization to work for
business.
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»» Provide users with a single, intuitive self-service point of access for all their apps to aid productivity and lessen the burden on IT

»» Drive efficiency gains and reduced costs through increased application adoption by end users
and the ability to reallocate app licenses.
IT can address each of these challenges with an enterprise app store that is platform agnostic.

Consolidate Mobile, Cloud, and Desktop Apps through
a Universal App Store
IT can use BMC AppZone to provide consolidated access to desktop, mobile, and cloud apps no
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consumption of digital services. From mainframe
to cloud to mobile, BMC delivers innovative IT management solutions that have enabled more than
15,000 customers to leverage complex technology
into extraordinary business performance—increasing their agility and exceeding anything they previously thought possible.

matter what endpoint device is used. A consistent, easy-to-use interface ensures a seamless and
familiar experience across disparate systems. BMC AppZone provides a simple solution for IT to
procure, publish, manage, and secure critical business apps for the enterprise.
For Users, BMC AppZone follows the well-established consumer app store paradigm, with a user
interface that is immediately intuitive and requires little or no training. The solution offers end
users a secure, unified catalog of approved IT apps and services across the enterprise, accessible
from their device of choice. App selections are personalized to the individual and device type,
ensuring that only relevant apps are shown. Users can find and self-provision the apps they need
in minutes—not hours or days—to speed productivity.
BMC AppZone delivers two distinct benefits:
1. Increased application adoption by way of a fantastic user experience and the personalization of
apps available to the individual user. Users also have the ability to share, review, and comment
on productivity tools, which drives adoption and boosts IT satisfaction ratings.
2. The ability to repurpose app licenses from departed users. When employees or contractors
leave, IT can reassign their apps to new users instead of purchasing new licenses. This can
result in significant cost savings for the enterprise.

Next Steps
A universal enterprise app store powered by BMC AppZone enables IT to deliver a consumerlike experience that meets user expectations and improves productivity. The user’s app store
experience remains consistent across desktop, mobile, and cloud platforms. At the same time, IT
fulfills its own internal requirements for efficiency, cost control, and security. For more information about BMC AppZone and the universal app store, please visit www.enterpriseappzone.com
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